
Sr.NO Applicant Name Team members separated Title of the Startup/Idea/Innovation

1 Karan Soni Karan soni , Saad memon Books on Rent 

2 Janhvi upadhyay Janhvi Clothing brand

3 KANZARIYA NAYANKUMAR 
ATULKUMAR Kanzariya Nayankumar Atulkumar. Farming Via Website/Application 

4 Omkar Gupta Omkar Gupta Survival problem

5 Kirtan joshi Metahub

6 Mohammad Kaiz Khan Om Sadaria Mechy (Fastest repairing)

7 Om sadaria Kaiz khan Mechy (Car repairing)

8 Yagnanshu Yagnanshu ARTIST TREE

9 Parth Jadav expensive modified car 

10 TIRTH AMRUTIYA Milan pandavadra  DIGITAL MARKETING 

11 Dhruti patel Dhvanit lakhtariya Vision 

12 Anarv Vasavada

Meet Patel,
Harshil Parmar,
Priyank Panchal 
Prayers Khristi,
Het Kothari 

AI in Retail Startup



13 Golu Kumar Vishal Kumar Giri Application for farmers-villagers

14 Samruddhi Marathe Aditi Maheshwari Organic Rituals

15 harsh mahajan Harsh mahajan Strenghthen me

16 Deependrasingh kushvaha 
Vaibhav jadeja
Dhrumil patel
Krunal

Ridester

17 Abhay kumar Abhay kumar Cloth suggestions 

18 Chandra kriti Kumar Mishra Restaurant 

19 Pratima Anil Khokale Vedant bagu Make green India 

20 Rushikesh Vijay Talekar Farming Technology 

21 Khushi Rani Khushi Akashi

22 Kashish Dalwani Inter language app

23 Rapolu Venkatesh Non-veg flavour Chips 

24 SALONI KAPADIA Langauge converter application

25 Khushal parmar Dubey Ghanshyam,   Paresh kumar 
prajapat,   Yash kumar PEACE STATION 

26 Shivam Kumar Barad Mansahvi awareness regarding new information



27 Sandeep choudhary Food Waste

28 Shivam Patel Shivam Patel Adaptive audio













































































































































Define the problem that your Startup is solving.

Providing self help books by renting them at 1/10th cost rather than buying it.

Don’t have any resources 

Nowadays farmers are not involved in technology.so if farmer involved then make profit good . Whether conditions is not perfect nowadays.

Room renting problem

Manager social media accounts one place

The solution is sometimes we face issue that our car got crash , or its tire puncture and many more. This Mechy will help to find the nearest garage and send them a current location from which they can reach till you just like swiggy and Zomato. And help to repair the car 

The solution is sometimes we face issue that our car got crash , or its tire puncture and many more. This Mechy will help to find the nearest garage and send them a current location from which they can reach till you just like swiggy and Zomato. And help to repair the car

A complete Independent platform for various types of creative Artists to grow in their respective field by providing them an application called Artist Tree.

no group, graphic disign

            1. Mentorship / Entrepreneurship.2. Business skills.3. Personal Growth / Team Growth.4. Be Your on Boss.5. Work from Home.6. Unlimited Income set7. Flexible schedule Richt

Trying to solve the mess up at trial rooms, saving time of people, giving clear view of what looks perfect on us

The problem that led to the solution of using AI in the retail market or marketplaces like Amazon was the need to personalize the shopping experience for 
customers. Customers regularly give off clues about the items they desire and like and how much they are ready to spend for them. Retailers needed a way 
to gather and analyze this information to provide personalized recommendations to customers. The use of AI and machine learning allowed retailers to 
streamline supply chain and logistics, improve personalization and customer experiences, and reduce costs, making it a valuable tool for retailers. This led 
to increased profits and boosted performance for companies like Amazon.



 As we know farmers sell their crops to middle man or government. But if a local villager customer want to buy crops from local store then they have to pay more price than as usual rate . After a loop crops of same village / district sold to people of that village in higher rates

Waste Management

Mental problem women safety

College like parul university which has huge number of student who come used daily via there vehicle. Sometime they also come one person on one vehicle which not cost friendly for a student.

Every one has that one question in mind after dressing that how I am looking, weather is outfit combination of color is suiting me or not. While buying any cloth we have a lot of confusion which pair of cloth is best for me which color, type, style, etc. 

No answer 

Plastic  as wel as pepar garbage 

Confused that how to implement 

The prblm is facing is lack of electrical energy and my project is solved by generating energy by using sound.. 

Language barrier that one faces

The problem is that in chips or snack industry there is not non-veg flavour Chips 

Yes

Mental health 

helping many students as solve her solution and and  awareness about internship and freelance to make money for study.



Food waste is a significant problem globally, with up to one-third of all food produced being wasted.

Earphones audio feels unreal, hence uncomfortable after regular listening













































































































































Describe the Solution.

  We will rent different self help and development books to all those students who have the urge to read buy are not able to buy it due to high cost. Renting at a minimal cost .

I want a guidance for clothing brand

In this application add all marketing yard price district wise.which crop is high taken by farmer .what is whether conditions? Which crop need which nutrition in soil for grow good.etc

My idea 

Metahub that will act as a linkup account to connect all social media accounts, allowing users to access all their accounts from one location. Metahub will also have a chat room that integrates all social media chat without encryption, and it will have an Energy button that will provide users with daily energy boosts.

Solution is Mechy will come in any part of area where your car is facing problem 

Solution is Mechy will come in any part of area where your car is facing problem

Just like the hierarchy of tree , Artist will grow from their roots (by sharing their art) and will communicate with other artists as well as recruiters which requires ARTISTS' particular Art.

Team member

Importance of Digital marketing  ,and negativity for this business, promoting support (Achievers club). Already supported by University of Delhi.

in our application a person can tries makeup, clothes and accessories without wearing them , the application works like virtual mirror 



An app-based platform that helps people connect with local farmers and buy fresh produce directly from them. The app would feature a map showing the location of nearby farms, along with the products they offer, their pricing, and their availability. Users can place orders directly through the app and arrange for pickup or delivery.

Collecting the waste ie solid and liquid from Temples and religious places. 

Application on app

To make transportation , cost friendly for student they can share their ride via our application. They can connect to the person who also want reach same destination.

We are going to create a AI app that will analyze the body figure, color, face shape and size and tell you how you are looking, and also suggest you what you can buy which will suit you. As a collage student every one wants to look good in the collage campus and I think cloths play a significant role in it, and there are many reason to start this startup. 

No

By doing Management 

Help farmers to grow their farming with less effort and lack of water.

Generate electrical energy in cheaper price. 

It's solves the inter language problem 

The solution is that to be to create a non-veg chips packets to sell in that but the problem is that I don't know how to get non-veg flavour in chips 

No

Peace station is that station where we solve mental health issues 

Our group create website and whatsapp group and how know any types of knowledge like java, MS office, and other knowledge. connect to our group and get knowledge 



Develop an app that helps consumers plan meals based on ingredients they already have.

Environment adaptive Spacial audio













































































































































Explain the uniqueness and distinctive features of the (product / process / service) solution

Cheap renting rates 

I want to start a clothing brand like sweatshirt sweatsuit which Is very trending among gen-z it’s very chic and comfy clothings aesthetic prints 

Here all the information like crop , whether, pricing in marketyard .

Yes

Could gameing, multiple social media in one home feed, subscription model (metahub subscription, users subscription), digital currency 

Uniqueness is Mechy is an App just like swiggy in which we can order or state our current problem so that the worker find us through the location and help us

Uniqueness is Mechy is an App just like swiggy in which we can order or state our current problem so that the worker find us through the location and help us

The problem of Artists staying underground for years is solved by WORLDS FIRST ONLINE APPLICATION by me.

car create without petrol fuel and without charge 

       Search in Google. 1. World Best Business opportunity.(Forever)2. World best health Products.(Forever)3. No 1 world Toothpaste.(Forever)

it can detect audio and palm gestures from a certain distance also affordable in comparison of virtual mirrors which costs 3.50lc, 

The uniqueness and distinctiveness of building AI-based retail startups lies in their ability to leverage artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to personalize the shopping experience for every customer. By using deep learning algorithms, these startups can analyze vast amounts of consumer data collected through IoT devices and social media to gain insights into consumer behavior and preferences. This allows them to offer personalized product recommendations and promotions, optimize pricing strategies, and improve supply chain management. Moreover, AI-based retail startups can reduce operational costs and improve efficiency by automating tasks such as inventory management and customer service. In order to succeed, AI-based retail startups must carefully select the right revenue models that fit their product, target customer, and pricing capabilities. They must also strive to differentiate themselves from competitors and ensure that their long-term recurring revenue prospects are excellent if they s



 

It would collect the waste like dried flowers and other waste and provided to the local vendors who make manure.. 

Feature

We are not taxi service provider we are just make transportation cost friendly for students.

building of Ai that will analyze you and any of your friend though google photos and suggest you dresses and give you feedback about your today's outfit. 

Yes 

Different 

I want to designed to simplify the decision-making process for farmers by providing them with a wealth of information at their fingertips. From weather forecasts to soil moisture levels, our platform empowers farmers to make data-driven decisions that optimize yield and profitability

Their is no prototype in the market. 

Can be helpful for people who can't speak English but want to learn a different language

Capture the non-veg chips industry 

Yes

The uniqueness of our startup, Peace Station, lies in its focus on mental health. While there are many organizations and businesses that address physical health, there are far fewer that prioritize mental health. By creating a space that specifically targets mental health issues, Peace Station is filling an important gap in the market and providing a valuable service to those in need. Additionally, the name "Peace Station" conveys a sense of calm and comfort, which is an important aspect of mental health care. Overall, your startup's focus on mental health and the sense of peace it provides sets it apart from others in the industry

my idea is unique because at that time many student don't know about freelance , how to apply for internship , and other information provide to  PU Students, 



The food waste will be reduced and the people can be learned different types of food by having a limited grocery

Earphones will adapt to the surrounding to make it feel as real (in the room for ex.)













































































































































Current Stage of Startup Email Address

Prototype Stage (If you have developed any working prototype of a solution proposed) sonikaran440@gmail.com

Idea 190345305109@paruluniversity.ac.in

Idea 210305105042@paruluniversity.ac.in

Prototype Stage (If you have developed any working prototype of a solution proposed) omkargupta551@gmail.com

Idea kirtanjoshi2004@gmail.com

Idea mkaiz3872@gmail.com

Idea omsadaria000@gmail.com

Idea yagnanshv@gmail.com

Idea jadavp419@gmail.com

Startup Stage (If you have developed a final marketable product/service platform) tirthamrutiya05@gmail.com

Idea dhrutip678@gmail.com

Idea anarvvasavada@gmail.com



Idea golukumarjaisidih@gmail.com

Idea samruddhimarathe11@gmail.com

Idea harshmahajan9892@gmail.com

Idea dipendra7043@gmail.com

Idea workwithkumarabhay@gmail.com

Idea chandrakritikumarmishra5@gmail.com

Idea 2203051240049@paruluniversity.ac.in

Idea 2203051050504@paruluniversity.ac.in

Idea khushirani28092004@gmail.com

Idea dalwanikashish26@gmail.com

Idea rapoluvenky7@gmail.com

Idea salonikapadia07@gmail.com

Idea khushalparmar1208@gmail.com

Idea shivamkumar950835@gmail.com



Idea sandeep031714@gmail.com

Idea 210305124101@paruluniversity.ac.in













































































































































Division and Branch .

2A14-2

Int btech cse  8A1

4A1 B.TECH CSE

13 2nd 

It 4 

Btech CSE

4A18 cse

4A17

CSE-11

CSE 13A

IT 4

2A16  CSE 



CSE-2A12

Biotech - Division 1

2a7 batch 1

CSE (CYBER) 4a18

2A2-I

CSE 2A12

Cse AI 18

CSE-2A5

2A9 & CSE

2a1 cse

CSE2A11

A2-19 cse 

CSE 4 , CSE 3

CSE 2A4, CSE 2A5



Cse2A13

4B2 CSE AI












































































































































